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Contract Sofa Bed
Mechanism

Welcome to buy contract sofa bed mechanism

from LINKREST. Every request from customers is

being replied within 24 hours. This contract sofa

bed mechanism uses heat treated spring steel to

allow people to sit at the end of the sleeper

without bending problems. Using the contract sofa

bed mechanism, it is suggested that children

should jump onto the sleeper, and the hotel sofa

bed should use a fireproof mattress.

Product Description

Bi Fold Sofa Sleeper Mechanisms

LINKREST is one of the famous Contract Sofa Bed Mechanism manufacturers and
suppliers in China. We regularly offer 8 series Bi-fold sofa sleeper mechanism, 6 series of
Tri-fold sofa bed mechanism, 5 one-step or one-action Italian function sofa bed
mechanism, 9 version of pull-out pop-up sofa bed mechanisms, 7 models of drawing-out
sliding sofa bed mechanisms, four click clacks futon mechanisms, five adjustable sofa bed
mechanisms and swivel sofa bed mechanisms. Each mechanism has its own unique sets
of features and benefits of elegance, comfort, durability and safety with excellent
performance for residential and hospitallity use.

Contract Sofa Bed Mechanism Features & Benefits:
1. Short rivets and flat to flat riveted for 2000 cycles test and everyday operation.
2. Allow people to sit in the end of sleeper without bending issues with heat-treated spring
steel.
3. Riveted anti-tilt system for the safety.
4. Inner spring mattress thickness 5"- 6".
5. Very easy to open and close with heavy mattress inside.
6. Option for Fire-proof and air-breath polydeck deck for safety and health.
7. Available to add spring loaded wooden slats to adjust the comfort.
8. Don't allow children to jump on the sleeper.
9. TV headrest needs to be closed first before folding up. Recommended hotel uses the
no-TV headrest version.
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10. Recommend Fire-proof mattress for the use of hotel sofa sleeper.
See
Video:https://www.linkedin.com/posts/paulchina_hotel-commercialdesign-contract-activity
-6779415611832463360-49WM?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop

Contract Sofa Bed Mechanism Chose mechanism size:

Contract Sofa Bed Mechanism Mounting & Drawing
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